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BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO.  G007649   

ERNEST E. RICE,
EMPLOYEE                          CLAIMANT

BOYD METALS OF LITTLE ROCK, INC.,
EMPLOYER                               RESPONDENT

PHOENIX INSURANCE COMPANY/
TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY,
INSURANCE CARRIER                      RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED DECEMBER 23, 2014

Upon review before the FULL COMMISSION in Little Rock,
Pulaski County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by the HONORABLE TERENCE C. JENSEN,
Attorney at Law, Benton, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE MICHAEL E.
RYBURN, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals an opinion and order of the

Administrative Law Judge filed August 29, 2014.  In said

order, the Administrative Law Judge made the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission   
    has jurisdiction of this claim.

2.  The employer/employee/carrier relationship      
    existed on or about August 25, 2010, when       
    claimant sustained multiple compensable         
    injuries, including injuries to his back,       
    shoulder, and neck.
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3.  The applicable compensation rates are $494.00   
         for temporary total disability and $371.00 for  
         permanent partial disability benefits.

4.  Claimant was assigned a 27% impairment rating   
         to the body as a whole and payments are being   
         made towards the rating.

5.  Claimant had a change of physician from Dr.     
         Barry Baskin to Dr. Carl Covey.

6.  Claimant has failed to prove that the           
         additional medical treatment in the form of     
         pain management as recommended by Dr. Covey is  
         reasonable and necessary for the treatment of   
         his compensable injury.

7.  The claimant has failed to prove by a           
         preponderance of the evidence that he is        
         entitled to additional medical treatment in the 
         form of pain management as recommended by Dr.   
         Covey.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review of the

entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed.  Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission. 

Therefore we affirm and adopt the August 29, 2014

decision of the Administrative Law Judge, including all

findings and conclusions therein, as the decision of the

Full Commission on appeal. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

                               
A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                               
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

          After my de novo review of the entire record,

I must dissent from the majority opinion.  I would award

the claimant the additional medical treatment

recommended by Dr. Covey.  

          The claimant suffered multiple compensable

injuries after a catastrophic motor vehicle accident on

August 25, 2010, requiring shoulder surgery and

multilevel spinal fusions at T12 through L2.  The

claimant received pain management treatment for an

extended period, including narcotic medication, through

UAMS. The records do not suggest that the claimant took

Roxycontin and Oxycontin other than as prescribed. 

          On October 25, 2011, Dr. Baskin evaluated the

claimant, noting that he had a conus medullaris injury

or a cauda equina injury.  He had significant back pain.

He had no sensation in his perineal area.  Dr. Baskin

noted that the claimant was not very sophisticated with
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regard to his injury, and that he was suffering some

depression as a result of the injury.  Dr. Baskin wrote:

         His insurance carrier suggested that he get     
     into an opiate withdrawal program and try to        
  manage his pain complaint with other means... I        
  discussed a drug withdrawal program with          
rehabilitation focusing on psychological          
aspect, physical aspects, physical exercise,          
weight reduction and eventual return to home           
and possibly even to some degree of work... 

         In March 2012, Dr. Baskin again evaluated the

claimant.  He stated that he was proud of the claimant

for being completely off narcotic medications after

successfully completing the opiate withdrawal program at

Rosomoff Rehabilitation Center.  The claimant continued

to have sensory deficit corresponding to T12–L1, with

numbness over the back and trunk.  He had some

urological issues.  A rating was deferred pending

urological testing.

          The claimant and his wife testified that this

program included physical therapy and exercise as well

as classes on learning to manage pain and a program to

wean him off of the narcotic medication.  The claimant

completed the program successfully with a significant

reduction in his pain.  The recommendations from the

Rosomoff program included regular exercise at a local

gym or continued physical therapy. Neither a gym

membership nor continued physical therapy was approved
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by the carrier.  The claimant paid for a gym membership

for one year, but he discontinued it due to financial

constraints.  Despite the remarkable improvement he

enjoyed after thirty days of focused treatment of his

pain, with physical therapy and alternatives to narcotic

therapy, the claimant’s pain returned and increased.

          In April 2012, Dr. Baskin noted that the

claimant was able to manage his symptoms with Gabapentin

and Ibuprofen, and that he had urinary and bowel issues,

with no feeling in his penis or perineal area.  Further

urological evaluation remained to be performed.  Dr.

Baskin stated that his permanent anatomical impairment

rating would be substantially higher than the 10%

assessed at the Rosomoff facility.  He recommended that

the claimant apply for Social Security disability

benefits.

          In June 2012, Dr. Baskin assessed a permanent

anatomical impairment rating of 27% to the person as a

whole. He noted the claimant had no erectile function,

no sensation in his perineum and perianal area, and

occasional urinary and bowel incontinence.  He repeated

his diagnosis of cauda equina syndrome associated with

his spinal injury.  He assessed 12% for a single level

spinal fusion with residual signs and symptoms, with an
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additional 1% for the second level, for a total of 13%

for the spinal fracture. He assessed 6% for a neurogenic

bladder and 10% for erectile dysfunction.  These

percentages combine to equal 27% to the whole person for

his spinal injury.

          The claimant returned to Dr. Baskin in August

2012 with pain in his back and tailbone, which only

abates when he is in a pool.  The claimant had

swallowing problems which he related to being intubated

after the accident.  He had sleeping problems as well,

which would be likely based upon his obesity. The

claimant wanted stronger pain medication and reported to

Dr. Baskin that he might seek treatment elsewhere.

          Dr. Baskin saw the claimant in November 2012.

He continued to have pain and wanted stronger medication

and a pain management program.  The claimant noted that

in the Rosomoff program, he received therapy, massage

and other modalities to manage his pain, but that since

that time, he had none of those things. Dr. Baskin

stated that he would not make a recommendation that put

the claimant back on narcotic medication.  The claimant

testified that he asked for stronger medication, but not

narcotics.
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         Dr. Baskin saw the claimant again in February

2013.  He made a statement that the claimant had wanted

to go back on narcotics since he returned from the

rehabilitation program, but Dr. Baskin’s own records do

not reflect that he asked for a medication change of any

kind for at least six months after completing the

program.  He had severe pain mainly in his coccyx area.

He had not had therapy recently.  He wanted to return to

Rosomoff for an evaluation.  Dr. Baskin prescribed a

caudal epidural injection for pain relief.  The claimant

testified that he did not ask for narcotic medication,

but that he did need more effective medication.  At the

hearing, the claimant explained that the Rosomoff

facility had a short “tune up” program to help graduates

of the main program, which he thought was a good place

to start to address his increased difficulties.  The

caudal epidural injection was not approved.

          Dr. Baskin wrote in September 2013 that the

claimant’s symptoms persisted and that he had difficulty

walking and putting shoes on due to pain.  He reported

that he had difficulty getting a primary care physician

due to Dr. Baskin’s records regarding narcotic abuse.

Dr. Baskin reviewed his records and confirmed that he

had never indicated that the claimant abused his
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narcotic medication.  In December, Dr. Baskin assessed

chronic pain syndrome with no change in the treatment

plan.

          The claimant sought a change of physician

order to see Dr. Covey. The claimant saw Dr. Covey in

February 2014.  The claimant reported numbness in his

trunk, back and thighs, with muscle spasms, and

incontinence, as well as shoulder issues.  He stated

that his medication did not help, but that after

treatment to get off narcotics, he did not want to be on

them again. Dr. Covey planned a medial branch nerve

block injection, x-rays and a lumbar MRI to identify the

cause of his numbness.  He was prescribed the same

medication he had been on previously, with the addition

of a Fentanyl patch, 25 mcg, one patch every three days.

All of this was denied by the carrier, which stated that

they only approved a one-time visit with Dr. Covey but

no tests or medication.

          Dr. Covey’s proposed treatment plan was

identical to Dr. Gaskin’s recommendations in all but two

aspects.  Dr. Covey and Dr. Gaskin both recommended

tramadol, ibuprofen and gabapentin. Dr. Covey and Dr.

Gaskin recommended an injection.  Dr. Covey additionally

recommended a low-dose Fentanyl patch and a diagnostic
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MRI, because the latest MRI was four years old.  Dr.

Covey considered but did not prescribe a pain pump.

          The medical record is devoid of the slightest

suggestion that the claimant is not symptomatic.  The

medical record is devoid of the slightest suggestion that

the claimant is not in need of continued treatment of those

symptoms.  The issue here has been two-fold: what is

appropriate and what the carrier will approve.  Despite that

fact that the carrier initially pushed a narcotic withdrawal

program in order to “manage his pain with other means,” the

carrier approved nothing other than non-narcotic medications

which had been previously prescribed and which were

insufficient to manage his pain and other symptoms.  That

one-month stay in a rehabilitation facility provided

extensive physical therapy as well as a process to wean him

off narcotic medications.  Dr. Baskin never stated that the

claimant abused his medications and in fact denied it.  The

suggestion that, if the claimant was addicted to narcotic

medications as a result of his treatment for significantly

painful injuries, his addiction erases his need for further

treatment and management of his injuries, is illogical.  The

suggestion that, if the claimant was not addicted but needed

to be weaned from narcotic medications as a result of his

treatment for significantly painful injuries, his need for
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further treatment and management of his injuries

disappeared, is illogical.  The suggestion that, if the

claimant experienced improvement after such an intensive

program, then he is no longer in need of further treatment

and management of his injuries is likewise illogical.  The

program was to identify alternatives to narcotic medication.

It is important to recognize that the claimant did not use

narcotics until prescribed for his compensable injuries,

that the workers’ compensation system expects him to be

compliant with his authorized treating physician’s treatment

plan, and that the carrier is the decision-maker who

directed his care and paid for that medication.  The

claimant has attempted to continue to be compliant, but the

abandonment of the treatment plan recommended by the

Rosomoff program and the denial of treatment recommended by

Dr. Baskin resulted in a relapse of the claimant’s

condition.

          Certainly, the medications prescribed by Dr.

Baskin and recommended by Dr. Covey are reasonably necessary

treatment of the claimant’s significant back injury.  They

were reasonably necessary when Dr. Baskin prescribed them

and when the carrier paid for them, and nothing has occurred

to change that conclusion.  The claimant remains symptomatic

after a brutal spine injury and repair.  It is ridiculous
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that there could even be a question here.  I would award the

medication.

          The recommendation for an injection is likewise

reasonably necessary.  Injection therapy has been

recommended by both the original authorized treating

physician and a new physician.  The claimant required

narcotic medication to manage his pain, which was not a

long-term workable solution.  He participated in a program

to break the narcotic cycle and to develop an alternative

pain management approach, an approach that was not limited

to a handful of medication, but included physical therapy

and other therapies.  This approach was not adopted by the

carrier responsible for directing his care and for the

treatment of his compensable injuries.  The doctor upon whom

the carrier relied to provide medical care recommended

injections, but the carrier denied them.  This halfhearted

approach to the claimant’s care inevitably resulted in a

return to intolerable symptoms and limitations.  A second

doctor, after thorough evaluation, likewise recommended

injection therapy, as a diagnostic tool to identify further

treatment options.  I would award the injection. 

         I would award a new MRI, because the claimant had

multilevel fusion surgery with significant residual

symptoms.  His last MRI is more than four years old.  A
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current MRI is necessary to evaluate his status, to identify

the source of his significant numbness and pain, and to aid

in developing an appropriate treatment plan in light of his

status.

          The Fentanyl patch is a topical narcotic

medication, operating locally.  The recommended dosage is

low. Dr. Covey is aware that the claimant went through a

program and was no longer on narcotic medication. 

Obviously, Dr. Covey is not merely throwing narcotic

medications at the problem, which has occurred in the past

in this claim, with the approval of the carrier.  Dr. Covey

has stated that he would not prescribe Roxycontin or

Oxycontin for the claimant.  This treatment is clearly

intended to interrupt the pain cycle while an appropriate

treatment plan is developed, based upon the information

gleaned from the MRI and injection.

          I am deeply disturbed with the result which denies

the claimant any further medical treatment.  The claimant

complied with the directions of the carrier, resulting in

the need for an elaborate program to move the claimant from

a narcotic-centered treatment plan to an alternative.  The

claimant abuse the medication prescribed and complied with

the prescriptions.  Once an adequate alternate plan was

identified, it was abandoned.  The recommendations of the
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carrier’s own doctor were ignored.  He exercised his right

to change from the carrier’s choice of authorized treating

physician to his own choice.  This doctor made essentially

the same recommendations as the original doctor.  Somehow,

now there is no medical treatment which is reasonably

necessary to his compensable injury.  That is nonsensical to

me.  It is a knee-jerk reaction to the word “addiction,” an

assessment never actually made by a doctor or other medical

professional concerning the claimant, despite the fact that

the claimant has been compliant and the fact that the

alternatives to narcotics were denied.  For no

comprehensible reason, the carrier is being rewarded for

approving narcotic-centered treatment and for then denying

other treatment including the injection and the alternative

treatment recommendations made by the program the carrier

used to get the claimant weaned from narcotics.

         The claimant continues to need additional medical

treatment.  While I believe Dr. Covey’s recommendations,

including the Fentanyl patch, are reasonable and necessary,

the Commission has not been presented with a “take it or

leave it” package of treatment.  Even if the Fentanyl patch

is not appropriate, the claimant has not been magically

healed and remains, reasonably, in need of the rest of Dr.

Covey’s treatment plan.
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          For the foregoing reasons, I dissent from the

majority opinion.

                            
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


